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When fish swim in the holodeck
Virtual worlds allow new experimental designs for the study of brain function
Vienna, August 21st 2017
Behavior experiments are useful tools to study brain function. Standard experiments to investigate
behavior in popular lab animals such as fish, flies or mice however only incompletely mimic natural
conditions. The understanding of behavior and brain function is thus limited. Virtual Reality (VR) helps in
generating a more natural experimental environment but requires immobilization of the animal,
disrupting sensorimotor experience and causing altered neuronal and behavioral responses. Researchers
at the University of Freiburg, and the Max F. Perutz Laboratories (MFPL), a joint venture of the University
of Vienna and the Medical University of Vienna, in collaboration with groups at the Research Institute of
Molecular Pathology (IMP) and the MPI for Ornithology in Konstanz, have now developed a VR system
for freely moving animals – FreemoVR - to overcome most of these limitations. Their findings are now
published in Nature Methods.
From behavior to brain function
A person sees another person and depending on the context very different interactions can take place. The
final outcome after the initial visual experience is a result of complex interactions of neurons in different
brain regions- processes that are still very little understood. To study the neuronal basis underlying
behavior, scientists have developed a broad range of techniques, most of which require either the partial or
full immobilization of the animal. This restricts sensory input and feedback and ultimately changes the
neuronal and behavioral responses. In addition, mimicking natural conditions in a laboratory is difficult.
A three-dimensional, reactive, computer-controlled world for moving animals
The groups of Andrew Straw at the University of Freiburg (a former IMP fellow) and Kristin Tessmar-Raible
at the MFPL have now presented a system called “FreemoVR” in Nature Methods, that overcomes most of
these hurdles by immersing a freely-moving animal in a reactive, three-dimensional world controlled by a
computer. FreemoVR enables the experimenter to control the animal’s visual experience, while maintaining
the natural feedback for its tactile senses.
To do so, the scientists built behavioral arenas whose walls or floors were computer displays, including
arbitrarily shaped projection surfaces. Using computer games technology, the animal could then explore
the VR environment in these arenas from its own perspective while it walked, flew or swam.
“We wanted to create a holodeck for animals so that they would experience a reactive, immersive
environment under computer control so that we could perform experiments that would reveal how they
see objects, the environment, and other animals,” says Andrew Straw, leading in the development of
FreemoVR.
Applications of FreemoVR in fish, flies and mice
To validate FreemoVR’s ability to elicit naturalistic object responses, the researchers investigated the
reaction of freely swimming zebrafish and freely flying flies to a virtual upright post and tested freely
walking mice, which showed to be equally afraid of heights in a real and virtual elevated maze.
Using FreemoVR, the teams found previously unnoticed behavioral differences between a wildtype and a
mutant zebrafish strain, showing the sensitivity of the system. The scientists further explored the rules that
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govern social interactions of real zebrafish with virtual ones and found that the prospective leader fish
minimizes the risk of losing followers by balancing his internal preference for a swimming direction with the
social responsiveness of the subordinate fish.
Future directions
Studying and manipulating behavior in less complex organisms like fish or flies, but also more complex ones
like mice and even humans is a popular way among neuroscientists to deduce information about brain
function.
“I am particularly excited about the possibility to mimic more complex, naturalistic environments and to
test more advanced brain functions in medaka and zebrafish. It will help us to better understand brain
functions and to what extent we can use these diurnal vertebrates as models for neuropsychological
malfunctions”, says MFPL scientist Kristin Tessmar-Raible, who led most of the fish work.
In the future, the different teams hope to use FreemoVR to gain insights into brain function of high-level
behaviors like navigation, to better understand causality in collective behavior of social groups and, in the
long run, to study the mechanisms of behavior under conditions in which the brain evolved to operate.
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About the MFPL
The Max F. Perutz Laboratories (MFPL) are a center established by the University of Vienna and the Medical
University of Vienna to provide an environment for excellent, internationally recognized research and
education in the field of Molecular Biology. The MFPL are located at the Vienna Biocenter, one of the
largest Life Sciences clusters in Austria, and host on average 60 independent research groups, involving
more than 500 people from 40 nations.
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